Carpentry Year 1:

Required Books

- Carpenter Apprenticeship Program: Level 1 (Harmonized 2017)
  ISBN: 9780772670243
  Author: ITA

- British Columbia Building Code - 2018
  ISBN: 7610004121
  Author: Building Safety Standards Branch

- Carpentry, 3rd Edition
  ISBN: 9780176570422
  Authors: Floyd Vogt & Michael Nauth

- Understanding Construction Drawings for Housing and Small Buildings
  Fourth Edition
  ISBN: 978017679167
  Author: Tom Stephenson
Carpentry Year 2:

Required Books

- Carpenter Apprenticeship Program: Level 2 (Harmonized 2017)
  ISBN: 9780772671363
  Author: ITA

- British Columbia Building Code - 2018
  ISBN: 7610004121
  Author: Building Safety Standards Branch

- Carpentry, 3rd Edition
  ISBN: 9780176570422
  Authors: Floyd Vogt & Michael Nauth

- Understanding Construction Drawings for Housing and Small Buildings
  Fourth Edition
  ISBN: 978017679167
  Author: Tom Stephenson

Recommended Books

- Trim Carpentry
  ISBN: 97814180286401
  Author: Philip Moon

- Design and Control of Concrete Mixtures
  ISBN: 0893122181
  Author: Steven H. Kosmatka
Carpentry Year 3:

Required Books

- Carpenter Apprenticeship Program: Level 3 (Harmonized 2017)
  ISBN: 9780772672346
  Author: ITA

- British Columbia Building Code - 2018
  ISBN: 7610004121
  Author: Building Safety Standards Branch

- Carpentry, 3rd Edition
  ISBN: 9780176570422
  Authors: Floyd Vogt & Michael Nauth

- Understanding Construction Drawings for Housing and Small Buildings
  Fourth Edition
  ISBN: 978017679167
  Author: Tom Stephenson

Recommended Books

- Trim Carpentry
  ISBN: 97814180286401
  Author: Philip Moon

- Design and Control of Concrete Mixtures
  ISBN: 0893122181
  Author: Steven H. Kosmatka

- Concrete Formwork
  ISBN: 9780826907080
  Author: Leonard Koel
- Principles and Practices of Commercial Construction
  ISBN: 0130261629
  Author: Cameron K. Andres & Ronald C. Smith
Carpentry Year 4:

Required Books

- Carpenter Apprenticeship Program: Level 4 (2017)
  ISBN: 9780772670762
  Author: ITA

- British Columbia Building Code - 2018
  ISBN: 7610004121
  Author: Building Safety Standards Branch

- Carpentry, 3rd Edition
  ISBN: 9780176570422
  Authors: Floyd Vogt & Michael Nauth

- Understanding Construction Drawings for Housing and Small Buildings
  Fourth Edition
  ISBN: 978017679167
  Author: Tom Stephenson

Recommended Books

- Trim Carpentry
  ISBN: 97814180286401
  Author: Philip Moon

- Design and Control of Concrete Mixtures
  ISBN: 0893122181
  Author: Steven H. Kosmatka

- Concrete Formwork
  ISBN: 9780826907080
  Author: Leonard Koel
- Principles and Practices of Commercial Construction
  ISBN: 0130261629
  Author: Cameron K. Andres & Ronald C. Smith
Electrical Year 3:

Required Books

  ED: CY:
  ISBN: 2021894

- Electrician Apprenticeship Program Level 3 (Harmonized 2019) ED: CY: 2019
  ISBN:

- Alternating Current Fundamentals (P) 8th Herman
  ISBN: 9781111125271

- Direct Current Fundamentals (P) 8th Herman
  ISBN: 9781111127466

- ELECTRONICS FOR ELECTRICIANS (P) ED: 6TH CY: 2012
  ISBN: 9781111127800

- Electricians Guide to AC Motor Control: Cox
  ISBN: 978970001620

- BCIT ELTR APP3 EXERCISE BOOK ED: CY:
  ISBN: 1011154

- BCIT ELTR APP3 LAB PROJECTS ED: CY:
  ISBN: 1011130
Electrical Year 4:

Required Books

  ED: CY:
  ISBN: 2021894

- Electrician Apprenticeship Program Level 4
  ISBN: 7960000192

- Alternating Current Fundamentals (P) 8th Herman
  ISBN: 9781111125271

- Direct Current Fundamentals (P) 8th Herman
  ISBN: 9781111127466

- ELECTRONICS FOR ELECTRICIANS (P) ED: 6TH CY: 2012
  ISBN: 9781111127800

- BCIT ELTR APP4 THEORY REVIEW ED: CY:
  ISBN: 10036747